Abstract: The problem of medium to long term sales forecasting raises a number of requirements that must be suitably addressed in the design of the employed forecasting methods. These include long forecasting horizons (up to 52 periods ahead), a high number of quantities to be forecasted, which limits the possibility of human intervention, as well as frequent introduction of new articles (for which no past sales are available for parameter calibration) and withdrawal of running articles. The problem has been tackled by use of a modified Holt-Winters method as well as Feedforward Multilayer Neural Networks (FMNN) applied to sales data from two German companies.
INTRODUCTION
Sales forecasting over a sufficiently long future time horizon is an important prerequisite for efficient production planning and a solid basis for company policy decisions. A number of efficient forecasting algorithms with different levels of complexity have been developed and tested in the past. Most method assessments and comparisons, however, address the problem of short-term or even one-step-ahead forecasting (see, e.g. Makridakis et al., 1982; Gaynor and Kirkpatrick, 1994; Lachtermacher and Fuller, 1995) . A hybrid approach combining long-term with shortterm forecasts employing the Holt-Winters method was investigated by Rajopadhye et al. (1999) . The forecasting methods to be employed should be able to operate largely autonomously, because human supervision and intervention is hardly possible in case of thousands of article sales to be forecasted.
The well known Holt-Winters method (Chatfield, 1978) is suitably modified for long-term forecasting, and various Feedforward Multilayer Neural Network (FMNN) approaches are also proposed for the same problem. Both groups of methods as well as combinations thereof are applied to various kinds of articles, group sales, and total sales from two German companies (a total of 195 time-series are used) to assess and compare their forecasting performance and their suitability in view of the above requirements.
FMNN-based prediction has recently gained remarkable popularity due to the possibility to describe complex nonlinear interrelationships within a relatively convenient black-box approach (Chakraborty et al., 1992; Yao, 1999) . FMNN methods have been increasingly applied to prediction problems during the last decade (Chakraborty et al., 1992; Cottrell, et al., 1995; Lachtermacher and Fuller, 1995; Bunn, 2000) . Their basic advantage is that they may capture the unknown nonlinear structure of the process to be modelled. Their basic disadvantages are the high number of parameters to be calibrated and the blackbox approach that renders the plausible interpretation of the modeling structure very difficult and excludes the possibility of ad-hoc parameter choice.
AVAILABLE DATA
A total of 195 time-series is used to test and compare the various versions of Holt-Winters and FMNNbased predictors. All time-series represent sales quantities from two industrial firms, namely the toy 
where r s is the seasonality correlation factor. The higher r s is for a particular time-series, the stronger the seasonality pattern. A value of close to zero indicates no seasonality while r s <0 indicates negative seasonality (pathological cases). 
FORECASTING METHODS USED

The Modified Holt-Winters Method
The Holt-Winters method (Makridakis and Wheelright, 1978) utilizes simple exponential smoothing to estimate the values of three basic components of a time-series: the level (average value), the trend, and the seasonality. The basic equations that are applied at each update period t = 1, 2, … are level: ) )( 1 (
trend:
seasonality:
where s is the period of the seasonality (here s = 52), Y t is the current value of the time-series, L t denotes the level of the series (yearly average), b t denotes the trend, S t is the seasonal component, and F t+m is the forecast for m=1,…, M, with M the forecasting horizon. In our case, we have M=52 for data groups D1-D4 and M=22 for D5-D8, in accordance with the needs of the corresponding companies.
In order to avoid unrealistic over-prediction, the linear-trend forecasting equation (6) may be modified as follows
to forecast the future sales numbers. By squarerooting the m index, we obtain a sub-linear trend approach which leads to a more conservative trend extrapolation.
FMNN Predictors
A FMNN consists of several simple units, called neurons, that are organised into a number K of layers ( Fig. 1 ) including an input layer, an output layer, and several hidden layers. Each hidden layer k contains a number N k of neurons. The input and output layers have no neurons but they have as many entries as input and output variables, respectively, i.e. N 1 = n and N Κ = p. The number of hidden layers and the number of neurons for each hidden layer may be chosen w is assigned to each connection between neurons of consecutive layers. Each layer, except for the input and output layers, has an extra neuron (threshold), which connects with each neuron of the next layer.
The weights related to these extra neurons are fixed in this paper such that, if x 1 =…=x n =0, the outputs y 1 =…=y p =0, whatever the values of the other weights. Each neuron's input is a linear combination of the previous-layer's neuron outputs, and each neuron's output is produced by the logistic function.
In the application of FMNN to forecasting, all quantities known at time t (i. 
CALIBRATION OF PARAMETERS
Parameter Calibration for the Holt-Winters Method
The calibration phase considers only the parameters α, β of equations (3), (4). Because the seasonality factors S t , t=1,…,52, are available only for two years, a veritable calibration of the parameter γ cannot be performed. For this reason, equation (5) and the parameter γ are not considered in the calibration.
The available calibration data of sales numbers cover two years (1997, 1998) , i.e., a total of 104 weeks. The real available data are denoted Y t , t=1,…,104. Using (3), (4) and (6) or (7) at each time t, the forecasts F t+m , m=1,…,52, t=1,…,104 -m, may be produced for a given set of parameter values α, β. The optimisation problem formed, attempts to specify those values of α, β that minimize the following prediction accuracy criterion The overall criterion J is the average relative mean quadratic error (ARMQE). We will refer to this overall criterion as the prediction accuracy. The optimisation method used to minimise (8) with respect to α, β is exhaustive search in steps of 0.01 within the admissible range of [0, 1]. Table 2 provides the averages J of the achieved calibration accuracy (8) for each data group in the sub-linear trend case. Moreover, the best and worst achieved calibration accuracy within each data group is also displayed. It may be seen that results range from good to excellent for data groups D1, D2, D5, D6 of ordinary time-series while the calibration accuracy is rather mixed for groups D3, D4, D7, D8. Furthermore, a reasonable prediction can be achieved by a common set of parameters α, β for all time series. Table 3 depicts the same information as Table 2 , for this ad-hoc common-parameters approach. The calibration results for the linear-trend approach, i.e., when (6) is used instead of (7) for future predictions, are presented in Table 4 . The overall results for each approach are presented in Table 5 . The main difference between the linear and sub-linear approaches is that the latter provides much smoother (hence better) results with regard to the accuracy sensitivity.
Training of the FMNN Predictor
FMNNs are trained by use of known couples (examples) of inputs and outputs ( 
subject to the bounds of w, the vector of all free weights of the FMNN. In our case, the weights' (Johansson et al. 1992 ).
Thus, optimal weight values are found for each particular time-series. N.3; N.2 and N.4) , the version with the higher number of free parameters (weights) has a strictly better training accuracy than its counterpart with a lower number of free parameters. A good (or better) training accuracy is no guarantee for a better approach, due to a possible over-parametrisation. Thus, the final comparison and selection can only be based on the generalisation results. The use of optimal weights for each individual time-series may have a number of disadvantages, the most important being that, for newly introduced articles, there are no past sales to allow for individual FMNN training. In the case of FMNN-based prediction, however, there is hardly any possibility to apply ad-hoc values for the weights. What can be done is to repeat the training procedure imposing common weights for all timeseries (optimal common-parameters approach), in which case the forecasts for any newly introduced articles can be produced immediately.
The optimal common-parameters approach was pursued separately for the sigikid sales data (groups D1-D4) and for the DaimlerChrysler data (groups D5-D8). Only the articles included in the corresponding ordinary data groups D1 and D5 were used to specify the optimal common parameters for each FMNNbased predictor version. Table 7 presents the achieved training results, i.e. the achieved values of (9) for groups D1 and D5 and for each predictor version. The training accuracy deterioration due to the use of common (rather than individually optimised) weights is very small.
VERIFICATION RESULTS
Verification Results for the Holt-Winters Method
Verification is based on N values of the time-series from 1999 that were not included in the calibration exercise. We have N=42 for the time-series of D1-D4 and N=52 for those of D5-D8. The verification phase was conducted only for the sub-linear trend (7) using two approaches, the optimal parameters approach and the ad-hoc commonparameters approach (α=β=0.1). For both approaches, the verification accuracy was calculated by use of equation (8) Table 8 provides the averages of the achieved verification accuracy (10) for each data group as well as the best and worst J within each group. Based on these results we may state the following: -The forecasts are very good (comparable or even better than in the calibration) for the ordinary timeseries of D1, D2, D5, D6. -An explosion of the verification criterion is observed for the time-series with declining sales from D3, D7. This is because the corresponding articles have very low sales in 1999 (due to their withdrawal from production) rendering the denominator of (10) very small. The forecasting errors are temporarily large (before adapting to the zero sales) thus rendering J exorbitantly high in some cases. In conclusion, the partly exorbitant values of J observed are fully explicable and do not necessarily reflect an irrelevant forecasting behaviour. -For the newly introduced articles of D4, D8, the warm-up period of the forecasting method is completed in 1999, hence the forecasts are clearly better than in the calibration. Table 9 provides the averages of the achieved verification accuracy (10) for each data group as well as the best and worst J within each group, when the common parameters are used. These results may be interpreted in the same way as for the optimal parameters above. We remark a slight amelioration for data groups D1, D2, D4, D5, D6, D8, while for D3and D7 the amelioration of J is more substantial (although the J-values are still exorbitantly high) due to α=0.1 which is in most cases higher than the optimal α-values resulting from calibration, thus leading to a quicker adaptation of the forecasts to the close-to-zero sales.
Generalization Results for the FMNN Predictors
The generalisation procedure for the various FMNNbased predictor versions follows the lines of the verification procedure of the previous subsection, and is based on the same 1999 article data and the same criterion (10). Thus the generalisation results are fully comparable across predictor versions, across individual time-series and, of course, comparable with the Holt-Winters verification results. Figure 2 , depicts a representative sales time-series from data group D2 along with forecasted values for FMNN predictor H.4. Table 11 presents the summarized overall generalisation results for the 8 FMNN-based predictor versions. The explosion of the criterion value for the time-series with declining sales D3 and D7 is explained in precisely the same way as in the verification results. To circumvent the distortion in the average results, a second row has been added in Table 9 that does not include D3 and D7 results. The versions N.3, N.4, H.1, H.3, with a higher number of weights are seen to produce worse generalisation results than the versions with a lower number of parameters and are therefore discarded. Comparing the best FMNN-based predictor, H.4, with the common-parameters modified Holt-Winters predictor, we observe virtually equivalent results. The complex machinery of FMNN-based prediction and the higher number of parameters did not lead to considerably better results than the Holt-Winters method. less parameters. The achieved generalisation results with optimal common parameters are seen to be slightly better than those achieved with individually optimised parameters. This indicates that the necessary number of parameters required to produce reliable and robust sales forecasts does not need to be high. Compared with the modified Holt-Winters results obtained for the same time-series only a slight amelioration has been achieved.
CONCLUSIONS
The problem of medium-term sales forecasting has been tackled by use of the Holt-Winters method which does not require individual analysis of each time-series to produce forecasts, and by use of 8 distinct versions of FMNN. A modification of the HoltWinters method (sub-linear extrapolation) reduces substantially the sensitivity of the forecasting results with respect to the smoothing parameters thus allowing for the calibration phase to be circumvented via use of standard (common) parameter values for all time-series. This way, reliable forecasts may be produced immediately even for newly introduced articles for which no past sales are available for calibration. The achieved forecasting results are excellent for ordinary time-series and quite satisfactory for special types of time-series. FMNN-based forecasts were only slightly better than their counterparts that were produced with the much simpler modified Holt-Winters method. Although the slightly increased forecasting accuracy does not appear to justify the application of complex FMNNbased predictors for the investigated data, bigger differences might occur with other sales time-series. 
